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HOLISTIC ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN TM
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DEVELOPER & RETAILER PARTNERSHIPS

Clos-ette has been very successful
bridging the gap between our private
clients and new developments in
various markets. Luxe residential
and high-end hotel concepts are
enamored of our Clos-ette signature
organizational products, and our
developing line of cabinetry. We
have worked with several developers
to establish a presence in their
projects as the exclusive closet
designer, helping to add value. Many
developers agree that Clos-ette has
been a great asset in helping develop
their marketing strategies.
Showroom and retail space design
is another one of our specialties.
Creating better use of space while
also attracting editors, buyers and
customers is the goal for most of our
commercial clientele. Whatever your
design needs, our team can meet them.

testimonials
“Clos-ette designed a beautiful and functional space
for our closet in West Chelsea. Their finished product
blended seamlessly with the building’s high design and
concept.”
- Philip Tabor, Jean Nouvel Chelsea for Luxury Attache
“Melanie did a phenomenal job! She is very professional,
fun to work with and above all extremely creative in the
way she uses space!”
- Francisco Alfaro, Miura Global
“Clos-ette helped us organize our separate spaces while
also providing complete continuity with our design.
Anyone who spends money on their wardrobe I urge to
consider using Clos-ette to build out and organize their
closets. They really did wonders for us!”
- Wendy (ex-Fashion Director at Vogue) and Michael Clurman

“Melanie and her staff were absolutely wonderful to work
with. I went from having piles of clothes & boxes stacked
high in my loft to having a meticulously organized Closette closet that is one of the most beautiful and wellmade things in my apartment. I don’t know how I found
anything before I found Clos-ette. Highly recommended”
- Alexander Roy, Author, “The Driver”		
“Working with Clos-ette was a wonderful experience.
They are incredibly reliable, did beautiful work and made
my home an organized sanctuary. I would recommend
them to anyone who loves the idea of gorgeous closets
with taste and style.”
- Julianna Margulies, Actor
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